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ABSTRACT 
A wide variety o f  numerical or symbolic approaches to reasoning with uncertainty 
have been proposed in the artificial intelligence (AI) literature. This article postulates 
a list o f  desiderata that any such formalism should try to satisfy. The author then 
proposes a new approach to reasoning with uncertainty, which is organized in three 
layers: representation, inference, and control. 
In the representation layer the structure required to capture information used in 
the inference layer and meta-information used in the control layer are described. In 
this structure, numerical slots take values on linguistic term sets with fuzzy-valued 
semantics. These term sets capture the input granularity usually provided by users or 
experts. 
In the inference layer a large number o f  uncertainty calculi based on triangular 
norms (T-norms), intersection operators whose truth functionality entails low 
computational complexity, are described. It is shown that for  a common negation 
operator, the selection o f  a T-norm uniquely and completely describes an 
uncertainty calculus. Previous experiments have determined the existence o f  a small 
number o f  equivalence classes among the uncertainty calculi (as a function of  the 
input granularity). This property drastically reduces the number o f  different 
combining rules to be considered. 
In the control layer the policy selection for  the different calculi used in the 
inference layer, based on their meanings, properties, and contextual information, is 
specified. Conflicts and ignorance measurements are also defined. The proposed 
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formalism is compared against therequirements of the desiderata and contrasted 
with existing schemes for reasoning with uncertainty. 
KEYWORDS: reasoning with uncertainty, triangular norms, uncertainty 
calculi, certainty measures, plausible reasoning, approximate r ason- 
ing, expert systems 
INTRODUCTION TO REASONING WITH UNCERTAINTY 
In most realistic situations the information available to the decision maker is 
incomplete and uncertain. In automated reasoning systems these two aspects of 
information have usually been treated independently. Theories and techniques 
for dealing with incomplete (but precise) information have evolved into the 
development of nonmonotonic logics (McDermott [23, 24]), truth maintenance 
systems (TMSs) (McAllester [22]), and reason maintenance systems (RMSs) 
(Benanav et al. [1], Bonissone and Brown [5], Brown [9]). Theories and 
techniques for dealing with uncertain (but complete) information have been either 
adapted from other fields, such as probability theory, by accepting unrealistic 
global assumptions, or proposed as an ad hoc solution without formal 
justification (Bonissone [8]). 
In this article we analyze the problem of reasoning with uncertainty within the 
context of automated reasoning. This implies that the formalism for reasoning 
with uncertainty must exhibit he same structural (layered) decomposition 
typical of other automated reasoning methodologies. The formalism must be 
based on sound theoretical foundations to guarantee its general applicability to a 
variety of reasoning tasks. The proposed layered approach will be suitable to 
integration with RMSs that provide a distinction between the object-logic theory 
(inference layer) and the meta-logic theory (control ayer). 
The Three-Layer Organization 
In building expert systems architectures, three distinct layers must be d fined: 
representation, i ference, and control ayers. It is our claim that the treatment of 
uncertainty in expert systems must address each of these layers. 
Most of the approaches to reasoning with uncertainty do not properly cover 
these issues. Some approaches lack expressiveness in their representation 
paradigm. Other approaches require unrealistic assumptions to provide uniform 
combining rules defining the plausible inferences. 
Specifically, the non-numerical approaches (Cohen and Grinberg [10, 11], 
Doyle [12]) are inadequate to represent and summarize measures of uncertainty. 
The numerical approaches generally tend to impose some restrictions upon the 
type and structure of the information (e.g., mutual exclusiveness of hypotheses, 
conditional independence of evidence). Most numerical approaches represent 
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uncertainty as a precise quantity (scalar or interval) on a given scale. They 
require the user or expert to provide a precise yet consistent numerical 
assessment of the uncertainty of the atomic data and of their relations. The 
output produced by these systems i  the result of laborious computations, guided 
by well-defined calculi, and appears to be equally precise. However, given the 
difficulty in consistently eliciting such numerical values from the user, it is clear 
that hese models of uncertainty require an unrealistic level of precision that does 
not actually represent a real assessment of the uncertainty. 
With few exceptions, such as MRS (Genesereth [17]), the control of the 
inference process in most expert systems has been procedurally embedded in the 
inference ngine, thus preventing any opportunistic and dynamic change in 
ordering inferences and in aggregating uncertainty. Usually, the same type of 
aggregation operators (i.e., the same uncertainty calculus) is selected a priori 
and is used uniformly for any inference made by the expert system. In the few 
numerical approaches where conflicting information is detected (Shafer [29]), it 
is handled in the inference layer, where the conflict resolution procedure is 
embedded inthe same combining rules. This procedure consists of removing the 
conflicting part of the information. The nonconflicting portion is then 
normalized and propagated as if the conflict never existed. 
In this article we describe an alternative paradigm in which some of the 
foregoing shortcomings will be avoided. In the first section we postulate a list of 
desiderata that specify the most important requirements for each of the three 
layers of representation, i ference, and control. We then propose an approach to 
reasoning with uncertainty, organizing its description around the three-layer 
structure. In the second section we discuss the representation layer, which 
determines i sues such as the appropriate data structure for the uncertainty 
information (used in the inference layer) and meta-information (used in the 
control ayer), the input granularity selection, and the term set calibration. In the 
third section we illustrate the inference layer, which determines the uncertainty 
calculi to perform the intersection, detachment, union, and pooling of the 
information. In the fourth section we analyze the control layer, which 
determines the calculi selection, conflict measurement and resolution, ignorance 
measurement, and resource allocation. In the fifth section we evaluate this 
formalism against he requirements given in the list of desiderata. In the sixth 
section we compare the proposed formalism with existing approaches to 
reasoning with uncertainty, and in the final section we summarize our results. 
Desiderata for Reasoning with Uncertainty 
Quinlan [26] has proposed a list of four requirements o illustrate the 
shortcomings of the Bayesian and confirmation-theory approaches and to 
contrast them to INFERNO, his proposed approach to uncertain inference. The 
requirements proposed by Quinlan are as follows: 
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1. An inference system should not depend on any assumptions about the 
probability distributions of the propositions. 
2. It should be possible to assert common relationships between propositions 
when the relationships are indeed known. 
3. It should be possible to posit information about any set of propositions and 
observe the consequences for the system as a whole. 
4. If the information provided to the system is inconsistent, this fact should be 
made evident along with some notion of alternative ways that the 
information could be made consistent. 
Quinlan's work has been inspirational in }he development of the following list 
of desiderata, which subsumes and extends Quinlan's initial list. The proposed 
desiderata describe the requirements o be satisfied by the ideal formalism for 
representing uncertainty and making inference with uncertain information. A
comparative valuation of existing approaches to reasoning with uncertainty 
against a subset of this requirements li t can be found in Bonissone [8]. To be 
consistent with the organizing principle described above, the desiderata re 
subdivided into the same three layers of representation, i ference, and control. 
REPRESENTATION LAYER 
1. There should be an explicit representation f the amount of evidence for 
supporting and refuting any given hypothesis. 
2. There should be an explicit representation of the information about the 
evidence, that is, meta-information, such as the evidence source, the 
reasons for supporting and for refuting a given hypothesis, and so on. 
This meta-information will be used in the control layer to remove 
conflicting pieces of evidence provided by different sources. 
3. The representation should allow the user to describe the uncertainty of 
information at the available level of detail (i.e., allow heterogeneous 
information granularity). 
4. There should be an explicit representation f consistency. Some measure 
of consistency or compatibility should be available to detect rends of 
potential conflicts and to identify essential contributing factors in the 
conflict. 
5. There should be an explicit representation of ignorance to allow the user 
to make noncommitting statements, that is, to express lack of conviction 
about the certainty of any of the available choices or events. Some 
measure of ignorance, similar to the concept of entropy, should be 
available to guide the gathering of discriminant information. 
6. The representation must be or at least must appear to be natural to the 
user to enable him or her to describe uncertain input and to interpret 
uncertain output. The representation must also be natural to the expert o 
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enable him or her to elicit consistent weights representing the strength of 
the implication of each rule. 
INFERENCE LAYER 
7. The combining rules should not be based on global assumptions of 
evidence independence. 
8. The combining rules should not be based on global assumptions of 
hypotheses exhaustiveness and exclusiveness. 
9. The combining rules should maintain the closure of the syntax and 
semantics of the representation f uncertainty. 
10. Any function used to propagate and summarize uncertainty should have 
clear semantics. This is needed both to maintain the semantic losure of 
the representation a d to allow the control layer to select the most 
appropriate combining rules. 
CONTROL LAYER 
11. There should be a clear distinction between a conflict in the information 
(i.e., violation of consistency) and ignorance about the information. 
12. The aggregation and propagation of uncertainty through the reasoning 
process must be traceable to resolve conflicts or contradictions, to explain 
the support of conclusions, and to perform meta-reasoning for control. 
13. It should be possible to make pairwise comparisons f uncertainty, as the 
induced ordinal or cardinal ranking is needed for performing any kind of 
decision-making activities. 
14. There should be a second-order measure of uncertainty. It is important to 
measure the uncertainty of the information as well as the uncertainty of 
the measure itself. 
15. It should be possible to select he most appropriate combination rule by 
using a declarative form of control (i.e., by using a set of context- 
dependent rules that specify the selection policies). 
REPRESENTATION LAYER 
Representing Uncertainty Information and Meta-lnformation 
In a previous paper [6] the author stated that " he uncertainty of some type of 
evidence or facts is a complex object, and it is unlikely that a single, uniform 
representation will ever be sufficient o model it. An intriguing approach is that 
of attempting to combine, whenever possible, the symbolic information 
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provided by a complex data structure (frame-like), as in the theory of 
endorsements, with some of the quantitative representations previously de- 
scribed, such as the theory of necessity and possibility." 
This suggestion has evolved into the development of a representation that 
captures uncertainty information, used in the inference layer, and meta- 
information, used in the control layer. This representation is a certainty frame 
(or unit) with a set of associated slots. Some of these slots contain numerical 
values, such as the lower bound of confirmation and the lower bound of 
refutation of evidence A, denoted by L(A)  and L(~A) ,  respectively, which 
will be used and combined by the uncertainty calculi. L (A) represents he lower 
bound of the degree of confirmation of evidence A. As in the case of Dempster's 
(or Shafer's) lower and upper probability bounds, the following identity holds: 
L ( ~ A)  = 1 - U(A  ), where U(A)  denotes the upper bound of the certainty in 
A and is interpreted as the amount of failure to refute A. 
Other numerical slots contain the evaluation of the measure's uncertainty (a 
second-order measure analogous to the concept of variance), the evaluation of an 
entropy function defining the quality of the given information, and a measure of 
the (potential) conflict. These slots will quickly provide the control ayer with a 
numerical summary to assess the presence and amount of ignorance and conflict. 
A description of these slots is given in the fourth section. 
The non-numerical s ots provide further information to the control layer, 
allowing it to reason about the evidence's uncertainty rather than with the 
evidence's uncertainty. The selection of the appropriate uncertainty calculus 
must be determined in the control layer on the basis of the calculi's 
characteristics and the contextual information captured by these slots. Such 
contextual information is described by such slots as the evidence's source, the 
source's prior credibility in providing that type of evidence, and the (environ- 
mental or operational) conditions under which the source obtained such 
information. 
Defining Input Granularity for Numerically Valued Slots 
Szolovits and Pauker [31] noted that "while people seem quite prepared to 
give qualitative stimates of likelihood, they are often notoriously unwilling to 
give precise numerical estimates to outcomes." This seems to indicate that any 
scheme that relies on the user to provide consistent and precise numerical 
quantifications of the confidence l vel of his or her conditional or unconditional 
statements is bound to fail. It is instead reasonable to expect he user to provide 
linguistic estimates of the likelihood of given statements. Experts and users 
would be presented with a verbal scale of certainty expressions that they could 
then use to describe their degree of certainty in a given rule or piece of evidence. 
Recent psychological studies have shown the feasibility of such an approach: "A 
verbal scale of probability expressions is a compromise between people's 
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resistance to the use of numbers and the necessity to have a common umerical 
scale" (Beyth-Marom [2]). 
Linguistic probabilities offer another advantage. When dealing with subjec- 
tive assessment of probability, Phillips and Edwards [25] observed that 
conservatism is consistently present among the suppliers of such assessments. 
The subjects of various experiments seem to stick to their original (a priori) 
assessments, regardless of new amounts of evidence that should cause a revision 
of their belief. In a recent experiment by Zimmer [34], linguistic probabilities 
have been compared with numerical probabilities to determine if the observed 
conservatism in the belief revision was a phenomenon i trinsic in the perception 
of the events or a result of the type of representation (i.e., numerical rather than 
verbal expressions). The results indicate that individuals are much closer to the 
optimal Bayesian revision when they are allowed to use linguistic probabilities. 
The use of 3 different erm sets with 5, 9, and 13 elements, respectively, has 
been proposed by Bonissone and Becket [6]. Each term set defines a different 
verbal scale of certainty by providing a different set of linguistic estimates of the 
likelihood of any given statement. Thus, the selection of a term set determines 
the uncertainty granularity (i.e., the finest level of distinction among different 
quantifications of uncertainty). The semantics for the elements of each term set 
are given by fuzzy numbers on the [0, 1] interval. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set 
defined on the real line. In this case the membership function of a fuzzy set 
defined on the interval [0, 1] could be interpreted as the meaning of a label 
describing the degree of certainty in a linguistic manner (Bonissone [3], Zadeh 
[33]). The values of the fuzzy numbers have been determined from the results of 
a psychological experiment aimed at the consistent use of linguistic probabilities 
(Beyth-Marom [2]). 
Table 1 shows the nine-element term set and its associated fuzzy-valued 
semantics. The fuzzy number describing the meaning of each term is 
Table 1. Nine-Element Term Set 
Index Symbol Meaning 
1 impossible (0 0 0 0) 
2 extremely_unlikely (.01 .02 .01 .05) 
3 very_low_chance (. 1 . 18 .06.05) 
4 small_chance (.22 .36 .05 .06) 
5 it_may (.41 .58 .09.07) 
6 meaningful_chance (.63 .80.05 .06) 
7 most_likely (.78 .92 .06.05) 
8 extremely_likely (.98 .99 .05 .01) 
9 certain (1 1 0 0) 
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characterized by the four-parameter representation (a, b, or, ~) described in 
Bonissone [3] and Bonissone and Decker [6]. 
The triangular norms (T-norms), which form the basis for the various 
uncertainty calculi discussed in the next section of this article, take as arguments 
real number values on the [0, 1] interval, which must be initially provided by the 
user or expert. The applicability of the T-norms i extended to fuzzy numbers by 
using a parametric representation that allows closed-form solutions for 
arithmetical operations on fuzzy numbers. The parametric representation also 
allows one to use more precise uncertainty measures, such as crisp probability 
numbers or intervals, in the same uniform way as the linguistic probabilities. 
INFERENCE LAYER 
This section summarizes the functionalities and axiomatic definitions of the 
operators that form an uncertainty calculus. A detailed discussion of these 
operators can be found in Bonissone [6], except for the detachment operators, 
which are examined in this section. 
Defining the Uncertainty Calculi 
Generalizations of conjunctions and disjunctions play a vital role in the 
management of uncertainty in expert systems. They are used in evaluating the 
satisfaction of premises, in propagating uncertainty through rule chaining, and in 
consolidating the same conclusion derived from different rules. More specifi- 
cally, they provide the answers to the following questions. 
1. When the premise of a rule is composed of multiple clauses, how can we 
aggregate he degree of certainty xi of the facts matching the clauses of the 
premise? That is, what is the function T(xl . . . .  , x,) that determines xp,  
the degree of certainty of the premise? 
2. When a rule represents a plausible implication rather than a strict logical 
implication, how can we aggregate xp, the degree to which the rule 
premise has been matched, with Sr, the strength of the rule implication? 
That is, what is the function G(xp,  Sr) that propagates the uncertainty 
through the rule? 
3. When the same conclusion is established by multiple rules with various 
degrees of certainty j ,  . . . , Ym,  how can we aggregate these contribu- 
tions into a final degree of certainty? That is, what is the function 
S(yl . . . . .  y,,) that consolidates the certainty of that conclusion? 
T-norms and triangular conorms (T-conorms) are the most general families of 
binary functions that satisfy the requirements of the conjunction and disjunction 
operators, respectively. T-norms and T-conorms are two-place functions from 
[0, 1 ] × [0, 1 ] to [0, 1 ] that are monotonic, ommutative, and associative. Their 
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corresponding boundary conditions--that is, the evaluation of the T-norms and 
T-conorms at the extremes of the [0, 1] interval--satisfy the truth tables of the 
logical AND and OR operators. 
CONJUNCTION OPERATORS The function T(a, b) aggregates the degree of 
certainty of two clauses in the same premise. This function is a conjunction 
operator and satisfies the conditions of a T-norm: 
T(0, 0) = 0 
T(a, 1)= T(1, a)=a 
T(a, b)< T(c, d) if a<c and b<d 
T(a, b)= T(b, a) 
T(a, T(b, c))= T(T(a, b), c) 
[boundary] 
[boundary] 
[monotonicity] 
[commutativity] 
[associativity] 
Although defined as a two-place function, a T-norm can be used to represent 
the conjunction of a larger number of clauses in a premise. Because of the 
associativity of the T-norms, it is possible to define recursively T(xl . . . . .  x,,, 
x~+l) for xl . . . . .  X~+l E [0, 1] as: 
T(xt . . . . .  xn, xn+t) = T(T(xl . . . . .  xn), xn+l) 
DISJUNCTION OPERATORS The function S(a, b) aggregates the degree of 
certainty of the (same) conclusions derived from two rules. This function is a 
disjunction operator and satisfies the conditions of a T-conorm: 
S(1, 1)= 1 
S(O, a) = S(a, O) = a 
S(a, b)<_S(c, d) if a<c and b<d 
S(a, b)= S(b, a) 
S(a, S(b, c))= S(S(a, b), c) 
[boundary] 
[boundary] 
[monotonicity] 
[commutativity] 
[associativity] 
A T-conorm can be extended to operate on more than two arguments in a 
manner similar to the extension for the T-norms. By using a recursive definition 
based on the associativity of the T-conorms, it is possible to define 
S(yl . . . . .  Y,,,, Y,n+ 1)= S( S(yl . . . . .  Ym), Ym+ 1) 
DEMORGAN'S DUALITY For suitable negation operations N(a) ,  such as N(a) 
= 1 - a, T-norms T(. , .) and T-conorms S(. , .) are duals in the sense of the 
following generalization of DeMorgan's law: 
S(a, b )=N(T(N(a) ,  N(b))) T(a, 3 )=N(S(N(a) ,  N(b))) 
This duality implies that the extensions of the intersection and union operators 
cannot be independently defined, and they should therefore be analyzed as 
DeMorgan triples (T(. , .), S(. , .), N(.)).  Given a common negation operator 
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such as N(a) = 1 - a, the selection of a T-norm T(. , .) uniquely constrains 
the selection of the T-conorm S(. , .). 
Some typical T-norms T(a, b) and their dual T-conorms S(a, b) are the 
following: 
f = min (a, b) if max (a, b) = 1 To(a, b) (=0 otherwise 
Tl(a, b) =max (0, a+b-  1) 
Ti.5(a, b) = (ab)/[2 - (a + b - ab)] 
T2(a, b) = ab 
T2.5(a, b) = (ab)/(a+ b -  ab) 
T3(a, b) = min (a, b) 
f - - -max (a, b) if min (a, b )= 0 
So(a, b) ( = 1 otherwise 
Sl(a, b) =min (1, a+b)  
Si.5(a, b) = (a+ b) / ( l  + ab) 
S2(a, b) = a + b - ab 
$2.5(a, b) =(a+ b-  2ab) / (1 -ab)  
Sa(a, b) = max (a, b) 
These operators are ordered as follows: 
To <- T, < TLs ~ T2 <- T2.5 <- T3 
83 ~ S2.5 ~_ S2 ~__ 81.5 ~__ 81~_~ 8o 
Any T-norm operator is bounded below by To and bounded above by T3. 
DETACHMENT OPERATORS Given a statement P whose certainty value is 
located in the interval [b, B], and an inference rule P ~, Q whose lower bounds 
for sufficiency and necessity are s and n, respectively, one can derive the 
boundaries for the certainty value of the conclusion Q by using the detachment 
operator. Such boundaries, denoted by [L (Q), U(Q)],  are represented by the 
interval [T(s, b), S((1 - n), B)], where T(. , .) and S(. , .) stand for any T- 
norm and its dual T-conorm. By using DeMorgan's identity with negation 
1 - x, this interval can be rewritten as [L(Q),  U(Q)] = [T(s, b), I - 
T(n, (1 - B))]. Therefore, the detachment operator can be uniquely defined by 
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specifying a T-norm T(. , .): 
P (P~Q) 
[b, B] [s, ] 
Q 
[ T(s, b), S(B, 1 - n ) ]  
Proof Let 
(Q~p)  - ( -~p~-TQ)  
In, ] 
b=L(P) 
B= U(P)= 1-L(~P)  
s=L(P~Q) 
n=L(~P~-TQ) 
where L (P) and U(P) indicate the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 
,°'s certainty. 
The lower bound L (Q) can be obtained by applying modus ponens to the 
minor premise and the sufficient part of the inference rule: 
P AND (P-'*Q) = Q 
By using any T-norm T(. , .) to represent the AND operator, we have 
T(L(P), L(P---,Q))<_L(Q) 
L(Q)>_ T(b, s) 
The upper bound U(Q) can be obtained by applying modus tollens to the minor 
premise and the necessary part of the inference rule: 
-~PAND (-~P--,-~Q) ~ -~Q 
By using any T-norm T(. , .) to represent the AND operator, we have 
T(L(-~P), L(-,P--,-~Q))<_L(-~Q) 
Using the identity L (--1 Q) = 1 - U(Q), 
U(Q)<_I- T(L(-~P), L(-',P-~-~Q)) 
Again, using the identity L ("-1 P)  = 1 - U(P),  
U(Q)<_I- T(1-U(P), L(",P-'*"~Q)) 
Using DeMorgan's identity S(x, y) = 1 - T((1 - x), (1 - y)), 
U(Q)<_S(U(P), 1-L('~P-,-~Q)) 
U(Q)<_s(B, ()-n)) II 
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Note how this formulation subsumes the results of classical (Boolean) logic. I f  
/9 is certain, that is, [L(/9), U(P)] = [1, 1], then the formula for detachment 
determines the certainty measure for Q to be [L(Q), U(Q)] = [s, 1]. I f  the rule 
is a categorical if rule, such as the one used in classical ogic, then s = I and 
[L(Q), U(Q)] = [1, 1]; that is, Q is certain. Similarly, if the minor premise A 
is impossible, that is, [L(P) ,  U(P)] = [0, 0], then the detachment operator 
assigns to Q the certainty interval [L(Q),  U(Q)] = [0, 1 - n]. Again, if the 
rule is a categorical iff rule, then n = 1 and [L(Q), U(Q)] = [0, 0], or 
equivalently, [ L (~ Q), U(~ Q)] = [1, 1]; that is, ~ Q is certain. I f  the rule is 
not an iff rule-- i f  it entails sufficiency but not necessity--then n = 0 and [L (Q), 
U(Q)] = [0, ll; that is, Q is unknown. 
The upper bound of U(Q),  S((1 - n), B) corresponds to the implication 
operator used in multiple-valued logics (Rescher [27]). For S(x, y)  = S3(x, y)  
= max (x, y), the upper bound of U(Q) becomes max (1 - n, B), the Kleene- 
Dienes implication perator. For S(x, y)  = S2(x, y)  = x + y - xy, the upper 
bound of U(Q) becomes 1 - n + nB, the Kleene-Dienes-Lukasiewicz 
implication operator. For S(x, y )  = Sl(X, y) = min (1, x + y), the upper 
bound of U(Q) becomes min (1, 1 - n + B), the Lukasiewicz implication 
operator. 
Clearly, the interval [Tt(s, b), 1 - Tl(n, (1 - B))] subsumes [TE(S, b), 1 - 
TE(n, (1 - B))], which contains the interval [T3(s, b), 1 - Ta(n, (1 - B))]. 
The selection of the T-norm (and therefore the selection of the detachment 
operator) will determine the amount of ignorance (width of the interval--see the 
fourth section of this article) associated with the conclusion by the detachment 
operator. 
The previous analysis of the detachment operator assumed that the conclusion 
is inferred from the minor and major premises by applying modusponens .  The 
symbol "~"  present in the major premise/9 --. Q (sufficiency) and Q ~ P 
(necessity) represents the material implication. An alternative interpretation of 
"~"  is that of conditioning. Under this assumption, if the certainties of 
statements P and Q are given a probabilistic interpretation, then the boundaries 
for the certainty of Q are derived from a perturbation analysis of the probability 
formula 
Let 
p(Q)=p(QIP )p(P )+p(Q[~P)p(~P)  
b=L(P) 
B= U(P)=I -L(~P)  
s=L(QIP) 
S= U(QIP) 
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where L (A) and U(A) 
probability of A. Then 
P P~Q (i.e., QIP) 
]b, B[ Is, S[ 
r=L(Ol "~P) 
R=U(QI~P)  
indicate the lower and upper bounds of p(A), the 
-,P--,Q (i.e., Q[ - -P )  
[r, RI 
O 
[min ((sb + r(1 - b)), (sB + r(1 - B))), max ((Sb + R (1 - b)), (SB + R (1 - B)))] 
When P(QI-~P) is unknown (i.e., Jr, R] = [0, 1]), then 
Q 
[min (sb, sB), max ((1 -b+Sb) ,  (1 -B+SB) ) ]  
[s (min (b, B)), max (1 -b (1 -S) ) ,  (1 -B(1 -S) ) ]  
because b < B and max (1 - a, 1 - b) = 1 - min(a ,b )  
[sb, l -m in  (b (1 -S) ) ,  (B(1-S) ) ]  
[sb, 1- (1 -S ) (min  (b, B))] 
[sb, 1 - b(1 - S)I 
[sb, (1 - b+ Sb)] 
This result was reported by Ginsberg [18-20] and by Dubois and Prade [14]. 
Notice that under the assumption of ignorance about p(QI -~ P) (i.e., [r, R] = 
[0, 1]), the boundaries for the probability of Q are defined by [T2(s, b), $2((1 - 
b), S)], or equivalently by [T2(s, b), 1 - T2(b, (1 - S)]. 
Parametrized Families of T-Norms 
The T-norms described in the section on DeMorgan's duality have different 
properties and characteristics. It is sometimes desirable to blend some of these 
operators in order to smooth some of their effects. Although it is always possible 
to generate a linear combination of two operators, this would imply giving up the 
associativity property. However, associativity is the most crucial property of the 
T-norms (Schweizer and Sklar [28]), as it allows the decomposition of multiple- 
place functions in terms of two-place functions. The correct solution is to find a 
family of T-norms that ranges over the desired operators. The proper selection 
of a parameter will then define the intermediate operator with the desired effect 
while still preserving associativity. 
In an earlier paper [6] the author discussed and analyzed six parametrized 
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families of T-norms and dual T-conorms, originally proposed by Yager [32], 
Dubois and Prade [13], Hamacher [21], Schweizer and Sklar [28], Frank [15], 
and Sugeno [30]. Of the six parametrized families, one family has been selected 
because of its broad coverage and numerical stability. This family, proposed by 
Schweizer and Sklar, is denoted by Tsc(a, b, p), where a and b are the T norm's 
arguments and p is the parameter that spans the space of T-norms from To to/'3. 
More specifically, 
Tsc(a, b,p)=(a-?+b-P -1)  -lIp ifa-P+b-P>_l when p<0 
Tsc(a, b, p )=0 i fa-P+b-P<l when p<0 
Tsc(a, b, 0)=lira Tsc(a, b, p)=ab whenp~0 
p~0 
Tsc(a, b, p)  = (a -p + b -a - 1 )- l/p when p > 0 
Its corresponding T-conorm, denoted by Ssc(a, b, p) is defined as 
Ssc(a, b, p)= 1 - Tsc(l -a ,  1 -b ,  p) 
Table 2 indicates the value of the parameter for which this family reproduces 
the most common T-norms { To . . . . .  T3 }. 
The table for the T-conorms is identical to Table 2 except for its head, where 
the families of T-norms are replaced by the corresponding families of T- 
conorms, and its last column, where the T-norms are replaced by their 
respective dual T-conorms (i.e., To by So, etc.). These families of norms can 
specify an infinite number of calculi that operate on arguments taking real 
number values on the [0, 1 ] interval. This fine-tuning capability would be useful 
if we needed to compute, with a high degree of precision, the results of 
aggregating information characterized by very precise measures of its uncer- 
tainty. However, when users or experts must provide these measures, an 
assumption of fake precision must usually be made to satisfy the requirements of 
the selected calculus. 
Table 2. Ranges of Values of Parameter p 
Ts~(a, b, p) T-norm 
p 
-'~ - -00 TO 
-1  T1 
7"1.5 
--'0 1"2 
/'2.5 
-,oo T3 
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Equivalence Classes Among T-Norms 
Because of the difficulties in eliciting precise yet consistent numerical values 
from the user or expert, the use of term sets has been proposed. Each term set 
determines the finest level of specificity (i.e., the granularity) of the measure of 
certainty that the user/expert can consistently provide. This granularity limits the 
ability to differentiate between two similar calculi. Therefore, only a small finite 
subset of the infinite number of calculi produces notably different results. The 
number of calculi to be considered is a function of the uncertainty granularity. 
This result has been confirmed by an experiment (Bonissone and Decker [6]) 
in which 11 different calculi of uncertainty, represented by their corresponding 
T-norms, were analyzed. Figure 1 illustrates a plot of the 11 T-norms, where the 
parameter p in Schweizer's family has been given the following values: - 1, 
-0 .8 ,  -0 .5 ,  -0 .3 ,  0 (in the limit), 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 8, oo (in the limit). This plot 
1.8  
8 .5  
O.O 
8 .8  0 .5  2 .0  
x 
41ndou 4 
Figure 1. Space of T-norms Tsc(a, b, p) = K, for K = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, 
forp = -1,  -0.8, -0.5, -0.3, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 8, oo 
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shows the space of T-norms that produce the same result K for K = 0.25, 0.5, 
and 0.75. 
The 11 calculi were used with 3 term sets containing 5, 9, and 13 dements, 
respectively. For each of the 3 term sets, the T-norms were evaluated on the 
cross product of the term set elements, generating the closure of each T-norm. 
Each closure was compared with the closure of the adjacent T-norm, and the 
number of differences were computed. The T-norms that did not exhibit 
significant differences were considered similar enough to be equivalent for any 
practical purpose. A threshold value determined the maximum percentage of 
differences allowed among members of the same equivalence class. Only 3 
calculi generated distinct results for the term set that contained 5 elements~ Five 
calculi were required when a larger term set (containing 9 or 13 elements) was 
used. The error threshold allowed in these cases was 6 % and 11%, respectively. 
Tables 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the partition trees that define the equivalence classes 
for the 3 term sets. 
The 3 calculi required in the first term set were defined by the following 
operators: 
[Tl(a, b), S~(a, b), N(a)] [T2(a, b), S2(a, b), N(a)] 
[T3(a, b), S3(a, b), N(a)] 
where N(a) is the negation operator N(a) = 1 - a, and Ti(a, b)(Si(a, b)) are 
the T-norms (DeMorgan duals T-conorms) defined by the Schweizer family 
Ts~(a, b, p)(Ssc(a, b, p)) for the following three values of p: 
p~ - -1  
p~0 
p---~ oo 
Tl(a, b)=rnax (0, a+b-  1) 
T2(a, b) =at, 
T3(a, b)=min (a, b) 
Sl(a, b)=min (1, a+b) 
S2(a, b)=a+ b-ab  
S3(a, b)=max (a, b) 
The 5 calculi (required in the other term sets), in addition to the 3 operators 
Table 3. Partition Tree Showing the Equivalence Classes Among the Eleven 
T-Norms Applied to the Five-Element Term Sets 
WHOLD 
0% 
6% 
13 % 
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Table 4. Partition Tree Showing the Equivalence Classes Among the Eleven 
T-Norms Applied to the Nine-Element Term Sets 
~ O L D  
0% 
2% 
6% 
14 % 
15 % 
Table 5. Partition Tree Showing the Equivalence Classes Among the Eleven 
T-Norms Applied to the 13-Element Term Sets 
THRESHOLD 
0% 
2% 
4% 
5% 
7% 
11% 
defined above, need the following T-norms: 
p = - 0.5 Ts~(a, b, - 0.5) = max {0, (a °'5 + b °-5 - 1) 2} 
Ssc(a, b, -0 .5 )= 1 -max {0, [(1 - a)°.5 + (1-b)  °.5- 1] 2} 
p=l  Ts~(a, b, 1)=max {0, (a - l+b- l -  1) -1} 
Ss~(a, b, 1)= 1-max {0, [ (1 -a ) - l+(1 -b) - l -  1] -1} 
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Summary of the Inference Layer 
For each calculus four operations have been defined in RUM in which the 
proposed formalism has been implemented: premise evaluation, conclusion 
detachment, conclusion aggregation, and source consensus. Each operation is 
completely defined in terms of a triangular norm T(. , .), and a negation 
operator N(.). The four operations are defined as follows. 
1. Premise Evaluation. This operation determines the degree to which all the 
clauses in the rule premise have been satisfied by the matching well- 
formed formulas (wffs). Let bi and Bi indicate the lower and upper bounds 
of the certainty of the ith condition in the premise ofa given rule. Then the 
premise certainty range [b, B] is defined as 
[b, B] = [T(bl,  b2 . . . . .  bin), T(B~, B2 . . . . .  Bin)] 
2. Conclusion Detachment. This operation i dicates the certainty with which 
the conclusion can be asserted, given the strength and appropriateness of 
the rule. Let s and n be the lower bounds of the degrees of sufficiency and 
necessity, respectively, of the given rule, and let [b,/3] be the computed 
premise certainty range. Then the range [c, C], indicating the lower and 
upper bound for the certainty of the conclusion inferred by such rule, is 
defined as 
[c, CI = [ T(s, b), N(T (n ,  N(B)))] 
3. Conclusion Aggregation. This operation determines the consolidated 
degree to which the conclusion is believed if supported by more than one 
path in the rule deduction graph, that is, by more than one rule instance. It 
is also possible to have various groups of deductive paths, that is, various 
sets of rule instances, all supporting the same conclusion. Each group of 
deductive paths can have a distinct conclusion aggregation operator 
associated with it. Let the ranges [cj, C i] indicate the certainty lower and 
upper bounds of the same conclusion inferred by various rules instances 
belonging to the same group. Then, for each group of deductive paths, the 
range [d, D] of the aggregated conclusion is defined as 
[d, D] = [N(T(N(cO, N(c2) . . . . .  N(cm)), T(N(C~), 
N(C2) . . . . .  N(C,,)))] 
4. Source Consensus. The source consensus operation reflects the fusion of 
the certainty measures of the same evidence A provided by different 
sources. The evidence can be an observed fact or a deduced fact. In the 
former case the fusion occurs before the evidence is used as an input in the 
deduction process. In the latter case the fusion occurs after the evidence 
has been aggregated by each group of deductive paths. The source 
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consensus operation reduces the ignorance about the certainty of A by 
producing an interval that is always smaller than or equal to the smallest 
interval provided by any information source. If there is an inconsistency 
among some of the sources, the resulting certainty intervals will be 
disjoint, thus introducing a conflict in the aggregated result. Let [L~(A), 
UI(A)], [Lz(A), []2(/1)] . . . . .  [L,(A), Un(A)] be the certainty lower 
and upper bounds of the same conclusion provided by different sources of 
information. Then the result of fusing all those statements about the 
certainty of A, denoted by [Ztot(A), Utot(A)], is given by taking the 
intersection of the certainty intervals; that is, 
[Ltot(A), Utot(A )]=[maxi Li(A ), mini Ui(A )] 
CONTROL LAYER 
Selecting Uncertainty Calculi 
The selection of the most appropriate uncertainty calculus depends on how 
well the calculus characteristics fit the local assumptions described y the 
context information. To accomplish this selection, it is essential to first analyze 
the properties of the calculi used in the inference layer. 
Because T-conorms and detachment operators can be expressed as functions 
of the negation operator and the T-norms, to understand the meaning of each 
calculus it is enough to analyze its underlying T-norm operator. A first 
interpretation suggests that T~ is appropriate to perform the intersection of lower 
probability bounds. T3 is appropriate to represent the intersection of upper 
probability bounds. 7"2 is the classical probabilistic operator that assumes 
independence of the arguments; its dual T-conorm $2 is the usual additive 
measure for the union. 
Figure 2 provides a geometric description of the meaning of the three T- 
norms• The figure illustrates the result of T~(0.3, 0.8), /'2(0.3, 0.8), and 7"3(0.3, 
.1  
l 
N "" 
.~ .24 
.3 
I~N~,?,,,.N:~,So~,,. ,;;2 ,,?,o.,'~N~x~\x 
.3 I .3 
Figure 2. Geometrical Interpretation of T~(0.3, 0.8), T2(0.3, 0.8), and 7"3(0.3, 0.8). 
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0.8). TI captures the notion of worst case, where the two arguments are 
considered as mutually exclusive as possible (the dimensions on which they are 
measured are 180" apart). T2 captures the notion of independence of the 
arguments (their dimensions are 90* apart). T3 captures the notion of best case, 
where one argument attempts to subsume the other one (their dimensions are 
collinear, i .e. ,  0 ° apart). 
The other two T-norms, Tsc(a, b,  - 0.5) and Tsc(a, b, 1), can be used when 
the information is known to be mildly negatively or positively correlated, 
without requiring the drastic extremes of mutual exclusiveness or subsumption. 
The two additional calculi provide intermediate degrees of pessimism and 
optimism in the range of worst-case/best-case nalysis. 
The calculi selection consists of two assignments. For each rule we must 
indicate the T-norm with which the premise evaluation and the conclusion 
detachment will be computed; for each rule subset asserting the same 
conclusion, we must indicate the T-conorm (represented by its dual T-norm) 
with which the conclusion aggregation will be computed. 
The T-norm characteristics will determine the selection choices. The T-norm 
assigned to each rule for the premise valuation and the conclusion detachment 
will be a function of the decision maker's attitude toward risk. The T-norm 
assigned to the rule subsets for the (same) conclusion aggregation will be a 
function of the lack or presence of positive/negative correlation among the rules 
in each subset. 
For the first assignment the ordering of the T-norms, which is identical to the 
ordering of parameter p in the Schweizer and Sklar family of T-norms, reflects 
the ordering from a pessimistic attitude (p  = - 1 or TI) to an optimistic one (p  
---, co or T3). Clearly, 7"1 will generate the smallest premise valuation and the 
weakest conclusion detachment, that is, the widest uncertainty interval attached 
to the rule's conclusion. 7"3 will generate the largest premise valuation and the 
strongest detachment. T-norms generated by intermediate values of p will 
exhibit intermediate behaviors. 
For the second assignment the ordering of the T-norms reflects the transition 
from the extreme negative correlation, mutual exclusiveness (T0, to the extreme 
positive correlation, subsumption (T3), as illustrated in Figure 2. 
In both assignments, a set of selection rules will express the meta-knowledge 
about the context, that is, the task's relevance to the decision maker and the 
subsets of deduction rules used to solve the task. The selection rules will select 
the T-norms that better eflect he desired attitude toward risk and the perceived 
amount of correlation to be used in such a context. 
Measuring Ignorance and Consistency 
The numerical slots that provide control information are the measure's 
uncertainty, the entropy function, and the inconsistency measure. The measure's 
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uncertainty is defined as the area under the curve delimited by the (fuzzy) 
interval [L (A), U(A )]. When L (A) and U(A) are crisp numbers, such measure 
is simply the difference U(A) - L(A) (Garvey et al. [16]). 
The entropy function is defined asf(x) = -K (x  log (x) + (1 - x) log (1 - 
x)), where K is a normalizing constant; for instance, K = 1/log (2) normalizes 
the range o f f (x )  to the interval [0, 1]. The evaluation of the quality of the 
information is given by the interval [minf(p) ,  maxf(p) ] ,  where p belongs to 
the set of probability distributions compatible withL (A) and U(A ). When L (A) 
and U(A) are fuzzy numbers, a set of closed-form formulas (Bonissone [3], 
Bonissone and Decker [6]), based on the extension principle (Zadeh [33]), can 
be used to evaluate such a function. The detection of inconsistency occurs when 
L(A) > U(A). A measure of such inconsistency is given by the difference 
L(A) -  U(A). 
EVALUATING THE PROPOSED FORMALISM AGAINST THE LIST 
OF DESIDERATA 
The Reasoning with Uncertainty Module (RUM) is the name of the proposed 
architecture that is currently being implemented on a customized version f 
KEE TM 3.0. RUM is undergoing a sequence of tests and experiments in 
information fusion and situation assessment. These experiments are carried out 
in LOTTA, a testbed environment based on an object-oriented symbolic battle 
management simulator that maintains time-varying situations in a multi-player 
antagonistic game (Bonissone t al. [7]). 
In this section we compare RUM with the list of desiderata given in the first 
section. We can observe that a large percentage ofthe requirements are currently 
satisfied. 
Representation Layer 
. Explicit representation f the amount of support and refutation for any 
given hypothesis. 
Yes: Any evidence A has an associated unit with the numeric slots L (A) 
and U(A) that capture the amounts of support and refutation. These slots 
can take numerical or linguistic probability values. 
. Explicit representation f the information about the vidence, that is, the 
meta-information. 
Yes: RUM's representation layer contains ymbolic information, such as 
the source of the evidence, its credibility to provide the evidence type, 
and the conditions under which that evidence was gathered. This 
information is used by the control ayer to select he appropriate calculus 
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and to resolve conflicts among various sources. 
However, unlike the approach suggested by the theory of endorse- 
ments, RUM does not explicitly represent the reasons for supporting and 
refuting a given hypothesis. This design choice was dictated by the 
inherent potential combinatorial problem that is entailed by the use of 
these explicit reasons in local combining rules. If the premise of a given 
(deductive) rule is composed of c clauses and the uncertainty of each 
clause (reasons for believing it) can take one of v symbolic values, there 
could be up to v c local combining rules for each deductive rule. In 
designing RUM we decided instead to assign a T-norm based calculus to 
each deductive rule. Such a calculus summarizes the pattern that would 
emerge from the set of local combining rules while avoiding the 
combinatorial complexity problem. 
. Representing heterogeneous information granularity. 
No" In its current version, RUM does not yet have a formal definition for 
combining heterogeneous information granularity in the value slot. The 
only heterogeneous granularity handled by RUM is in the uncertainty slot 
attached to the value slot of the variable. An approach similar to the 
Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory could be used to obtain lower and upper 
bounds of the aggregated (heterogeneous) information. Such an ap- 
proach, however, should be modified to avoid the normalization process, 
required by the DS approach, which has been extensively criticized in the 
literature (Bonissone [8]). 
. Explicit representation a d measure of consistency. 
Yes: A violation of the constraint L(A)  <_ U(A) will detect the 
occurrence of an inconsistency. A simple measure of the inconsistency is 
given by the difference L (A) - U(A). 
. Explicit representation a d measure of ignorance. 
Yes/No: This requirement is somewhat redundant, as it represents he 
intersection of requirements 3 and 14. The heterogeneous information 
granularity specified by requirement 3 allows one to represent ignorance 
in the value slot by allowing one to assert large disjunctions of single 
events as a whole event. The second-order measure of uncertainty 
defined by requirement 14 provides a mechanism for describing the 
imprecision of the uncertainty measure associated with the value slot. 
Because RUM satisfies requirement 14 but not 3, this desideratum is not 
entirely met. 
6. Natural interpretation of the representation to the user and the xpert. 
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Yes: Linguistic probabilities used by the user/expert toassess likelihood 
estimates provide a natural, easy-to-calibrate uncertainty representation. 
In the internal parametric representation, the linguistic probabilities are 
mapped into fuzzy intervals. The parametric representation provides a 
common and efficient formalism in which more precise stimates, uch as 
crisp probabilities or crisp intervals, can be used in conjunction with the 
linguistic probabilities. 
I n fe rence  Layer  
. Removal of global assumptions of evidence independence from combin- 
ing rules. 
Yes: The calculus election is driven by local contextual information. In 
those contexts in which the evidence is independent, the appropriate T- 
norm, such as T2, will be selected. 
. Removal of global assumptions of hypotheses exhaustiveness and 
exclusiveness from combining rules. 
Yes: No global assumptions are used in the calculus selection. This 
particular assumption is not needed, as no normalization process takes 
place. 
. Maintaining syntactic and semantic losure of the representation u der 
the combining rules. 
Yes: The T-norm-based calculi maintain the semantic closure of the data. 
A closed-form solution to the extension principle problem (Bonissone [3]) 
provides a set of formulas that maintain the closure of the parametric 
representation used to internally characterize the information. The 
linguistic probabilities used as an option in describing the input from the 
user/expert are represented in the same parametric form. At the end of 
the reasoning process, the parametric form can be expressed again in 
terms of linguistic probabilities by using the linguistic approximation 
process [3]. 
10. Clear semantics of the combining rules. 
Yes: The uncertainty calculi used in the inference layer have distinct 
properties and meanings. These characteristics are used in the control 
layer to define a set of context-dependent selection policies. The 
uncertainty calculi are ordered from a lower bound, the calculus based on 
7",, to an upper bound, the calculus based on T3. This ordering can be 
interpreted as a transition from negative correlation (?'1) to positive 
correlation (T3). Another possible interpretation f the meaning of the 
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proposed calculi is to consider their ordering as a transition from a 
pessimistic (risk-avoidance) attitude (T0 to an optimistic (gambling) 
attitude (T3). 
Control Layer 
11. Clear distinction between conflict and ignorance. 
Yes: Conflict and ignorance of the uncertainty measure are mutually 
exclusive: conflict occurs when L(A) > U(A), and ignorance is present 
when L (A) < U(A). 
12. Traceability of the uncertainty aggregation and propagation. 
Yes: The separation of the inference and the control layer provides a 
mechanism for tracing the selection and application of uncertainty 
calculi. This bookkeeping activity can then be used by an RMS to update 
the uncertainty values that exhibit any dependency from a modified piece 
of evidence. 
A first implementation of the belief revision of the uncertain 
information has been implemented in the control ayer of RUM's rule 
system. For any (propositional) conclusion made by a rule instance, the 
belief revision mechanism onitors the changes in the certainty measures 
of the wffs that constitute the conclusion's support or the changes in the 
calculus used to compute the conclusion certainty measure. Validity flags 
are inexpensively propagated through the rule deduction graph. 
The belief revision system offers a combination of backward and 
forward processing. A lazy evaluation, running in backward mode, 
recomputes the certainty measures of the modified wffs that are required 
to answer a given query. This mode is used when the system or the user 
decides that it is dealing with time-critical tasks, that is, during valuable 
time. A breadth-first forward-mode processing recomputes th  certainty 
measures of the modified wffs, attempting to restore the integrity of the 
rule deduction graph. This mode is used by the system when no large or 
time-critical activities are currently active, that is, during down time. 
These capabilities use KEE's frame system and active values (daemons). 
Subsequently, the same capabilities will be reimplemented within the
framework of a more general RMS, currently under development 
(Benanav et al. [1], Brown [9]). 
13. Pairwise comparisons based on an ordinal or cardinal ranking. 
Yes: Various ordering functions can be used to rank two pieces of 
evidence on the basis of their uncertainty measures. The simplest 
(complete) ordering is obtained by selecting the evidence with the highest 
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lower bound; that is, A is preferable to B if L(A)  > L(B). A partial 
ordering function is obtained by selecting A over B if [L(A), U(A)] > 
[L(B), U(B)]. Alternatively, more complex partial ordering functions 
could also be defined. 
14. Second-order measure of uncertainty. 
Yes: The measure of ignorance U(A) - L(A)  or the area under the 
membership function of the fuzzy interval [L (A), U(A)] is a measure of 
the spread of the uncertainty. This measure is minimized when the 
interval collapses into a crisp (probability) point. 
15. Selecting the most appropriate combining rule. 
Yes: The calculi selection is explicit and programmable by using a 
declarative form of control--that is, a set of context-dependent rules that 
specify the selection policies. 
COMPARING RUM WITH EXISTING FORMALISMS FOR 
REASONING WITH UNCERTAINTY 
In Table 6 we compare RUM with existing formalisms for reasoning with 
uncertainty. Their performance against he desiderata is used as a comparison 
metric. The order in which the various formalisms appear in the table reflects 
their numeric or non-numeric nature: The numeric formalisms are listed above 
RUM, the non-numeric ones are shown below RUM. RUM itself is considered a 
hybrid, as it uses both numeric and symbolic information. A discussion of 
existing formalisms can be found in Bonissone [8]. 
SUMMARY 
We have proposed a layered architecture to define the representation, 
inference, and control of uncertain information. This architecture is shown in 
Figure 3. In the representation layer we have advocated the use of frame-like 
structures capturing uncertainty information, such as the degrees of confirmation 
and refutation, as well as uncertainty meta-information, such as the information 
quality and measure's precision. The uncertainty information is used and 
combined in the inference layer by an appropriate uncertainty calculus. The 
uncertainty meta-information is used in the control layer to select he appropriate 
uncertainty calculus, based on local (i.e., contextual) rather than global 
assumptions. We have proposed the use of linguistic term sets of likelihood 
statements o anchor the input granularity for the numerically valued slots. 
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Table 6. Comparison of RUM with Existing Uncertainty Formalisms 
REQUIREMENT NUMBER 
UNCERTAINTY REPRESENTATION INFERENCE CONTROL 
FORMALISM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Modified N N N N N Y N N Y Y N N Y N N 
Bayesian 
Confirmation Y/N a N N N Y N N Y N N N N N N N 
Upper and lower Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N Y Y N 
probabilities 
Evidential Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N Y Y N 
reasoning 
Probability Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N 
bounds 
Fuzzy necessity Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N 
and possibility 
Evidence space Y N N Y Y/N b Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N 
RUM Y Y N Y Y/N b Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Reasoned N Y N Y N Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N N 
assumptions 
Endorsements N Y N Y N Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N Y 
a The certainty factor used in confirmation theory was initially obtained from the difference ofthe 
measure of belief and the measure of disbelief. These two measures provided an explicit 
representation of support and refutation. More recently, however, th  certainty factor was directly 
obtained from the user, and new certainty factors were calculated from the old ones without 
maintaining the two measures. 
b This requirement is only partially satisfied, as it needs both requirements 3 and 14 to be met. In this 
approach, only 14 is satisfied. 
In the inference layer we have shown that any truth-functional uncertainty 
calculus can be represented (and analyzed) in terms of its underlying T-norm, an 
associative/commutative operator that extends the concept of set intersection to
multiple-valued logics. 
The truth functionality of the calculi used in this layer entails low 
computational complexity: the aggregated certainty of any logic expression can 
be computed irectly from the certainty of the individual components. The 
associativity of the calculi guarantees the recursive decomposition of multiple- 
argument aggregations into two-argument aggregations. This property is 
extremely useful when, by decomposing large problems into smaller subprob- 
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Figure 3. Three-Layer Architecture 
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lems, we can then make use of special hardware (custom VLSI chips) to 
concurrently evaluate the subexpressions and aggregate the partial results. 
We have shown that for a fixed input granularity, the infinite number of 
uncertainty calculi (T-norms) can be reduced to at most five distinct equivalence 
classes. This fact allows us to individually study the calculi characteristics and to 
understand the assumptions underlying the use of each calculus (mutually 
exclusiveness, uncorrelation, and subsumption). 
In the control ayer we have proposed to select he appropriate calculus on the 
basis of each calculus's properties (context-independent information) and onthe 
available meta-information describing the situation (context-dependent informa- 
tion). Unlike the theory of endorsements, in which a combinatorial problem 
occurs when the semantic rules (determining how endorsements are aggregated) 
must be defined for every value combination, the selection policies set (meta- 
rules) to be defined in this layer is relatively small. The selection policies set 
must determine only which of the three (or five) calculi, defined in the inference 
layer, is the appropriate one for any given case. Usually these cases are grouped 
in hierarchical contexts (subclasses), so that the selection policies can be 
assigned to the context nodes and inheritance methods can be used to pass the 
assignment to the rule instances. Once a calculus has been selected, the 
combining rules for every value combination are uniquely determined. 
Rather than embedding conflict resolution in the inference layer, as is the case 
for other approaches, we have proposed to perform conflict detection and 
resolution in the control layer. This is motivated by the fact that resolving 
conflicts or ignorance is part of the resource allocation problem and is best 
undertaken at this layer. Deciding if, when, and how to eliminate conflicting 
information depends on various factors, such as the magnitude of the conflict, 
the goal's sensitivity to the information, the cost of gathering further 
information, the likelihood of succeeding in gathering such information, and the 
cost of failing in such a task. The proposed solution is to declaratively express 
these contextually scoped conflict policies in the control layer. 
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